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Let’s Drum! 
Chris Judah-Lauder   cjudahlauder@prodigy.net 

       FMEA   Tampa, Florida                           Saturday, January 12, 2019    10-11 am 
Permission is granted to use these materials in a classroom setting.  Every effort has been made to use 

folk melodies and poems that are traditional or in public domain. Other melodies and all arrangements, 

unless otherwise noted, have been written by Chris Judah-Lauder ©2019.  Any use of these materials in 

a workshop or public setting with adults, without the clinician’s permission, is prohibited. 

1. Having Fun!   By Chris Judah-Lauder 

Source:  Hand Drums on the Move  Beatin’ Path Publications 
Materials Needed                         (Used with permission) 

 One hand drum per student.    

 Hand drum substitutes (bean bags, rhythm sticks, and tennis balls). 

Formation  

 Students are standing or seated in a circle, facing in. 

Teaching Process for basic pattern 
Teach both A and B sections by rote using body percussion. 

A section: sing the lyrics and clap the hand drum part. 
B section: students patsch their own legs. 

 Students clap their own hands. 

 On the word “Hit,” the students clap their own hands high over head. 

 Teach both sections again using the hand drum.  
A section: sing the lyrics and play the hand drum part 
B section: transfer to hand drums as follows: 

P = patsch while one hand is holding the hand drum. 
C = students hit their own hand drum. 
Hit = students hit their own hand drum high over head. 

Form:   A A B B  

Extension Possibilities 
 hand drums, bean bags, rhythm sticks, tennis balls 

 
 

Extension:   

Create a C Section: Ask students to play from either 4 or 8 beat rhythm cards 
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2. Seven   arr.  Chris Judah-Lauder (This is a camp game I learned from one of my fifth graders.)  

Source: Drum with a Session   

 •Teach song through body percussion using echo imitation.  
Count: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7  

•Transfer to drums. 
•Create a low drum part. Pat on legs. Transfer to drum. 
•Create a high drum part.  Pat on legs. Transfer to drum.  

These are just suggestions (“Ugh” on rest) 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
CREATE FINAL FORM (created by the students!)    
•Identify the learned components of the composition. 
1.Drums: Lo & hi ostinato.   
2.Seven played on tubanos. 

 

MOVEMENT EXPLORATION 

1.Step quarter notes in the 

feet while clapping ostinato 

pattern. In place, then 

travel. 

 

2. While stepping in place, 
accentuate a movement 
with arms/elbow on the 
following numbers, while 
keeping the beat in the feet. 
 

*# 1 & 5, 4 rests 
*# 1,3, 5, 4 rests 
*# 1, 4, 4 rests 
 
•Be conscious of body 
facing, levels, focus, & 
energy. 
•Explore other options for 
the “four rests” i.e. travel on 
the rest. 
 
Combine Mov & Drums• 

Assign movement and drum 

players. Later, switch parts. 

 

 

 

 


